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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA \
'

h- bNUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

NbATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
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Before the Commissioners cx.nc <
-

DT
) Docket No. 50-443bO AV

In the Matter of )
) (Off-site Emergency ,

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF ) Planning and Safety
'

OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, et al. ) Issues)
)

(Seabrook Station, Unit 1) )
)

APPLICATION FOR STAY ON BEHALP OF SEACOAST ANTI-POLLUTION LEAGUE

Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.788 and CLI 88-10, 28 NRC 573, the

Seacoast Anti-Pollution League (SAPL) hereby moves for a stay of

any authorization to issue a so-called " low-power" or " testing"

license for Seabrook Unit 1.

I. SAPL CAN DEMONSTRATE A PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS
ON THE MERITS ON APPEAL OF A LOW POWER
AUTHORIZATION.

!
A. The Staff Advisory To The Commission Of May 3, 1989 Is

In Error In Concluding "That The Applicants Have
Provided Reasonable Assurance That Adequate Funds Are
Available For Decommissioning The Seabrook Facility In
Accordance With The Provisions Of CLI 88-10."

In CLI 88-10, the Commission required financial assurance

that the sum of 72.1 million dollars would be available for
decommissioning costs in the event that low-power operation has

occurred and the full-power license is not granted. The
i

decommissioning bond, intentionally, does not cover any failure to ]
!

achieve commercial operation, other than as a result of a denial !
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of a license by the NRC. The bond therefore does not provide the

financial assurance required by CLI 88-10. The staff response to

this is that "these actions (such as withdrawal of the application

or a period of interim operation at a power level higher than 5

percent] require Commission approval . (Staff Evaluation of"
. .

PSNH Decommissioning Funding, p. 7.) and therefore the staff

argues that upon failure of the Applicants to any longer pursue

the license, the Commission has a sufficient authority to deny the
I

license, thereby invoking the protective measures of the bond.

However, it is not clear that such a result would activate

the bond. The bond language is very specific, and it is clear

that the bonding company did not agree to an "open-ended concept"

(see Enclosure 2 to NYN Letter 89045, p. 2) At a minimum, the

bonding company should be required to confirm that it would be

bound by such an eventuality, and that the liraitation of the bond
iis not such that it is only enforceable in the event that a final

NRC decision of denial is made.

B. The Appeal Board Has Erred In Holding That
The' Staff Could Appropriately Defer
Completion Of The Seabrook Safety Parameter
Display System (SPDS) To A Point In Time
Prior To Start Up Following The
First Refueling Outage, A Time
Period Encompassing 12 To 18 Months Of
Full Power Operation. (See ALAB 875,
26 NRC 251 Affirming LBP 87-10,
25 NRC At 183-87, 194-205.)

The prompt implementation of the SPDS is described in the

relevant regulatory requirement, NUREG-0737, (Supp. 1), a document '

published in December 1982, as "a design goal and of primary
>
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importance," (p. 9) and that " prompt implementation of an SPDS can j

provide an important contribution to plant safety." (Id. at 8)
Nevertheless, in reliance on the statement in NUREG-0737,

(Supp. 1) that " specific implementation plans and reasonable,

achievable schedules for improvements that will satisfy the
|

requirements will be established by agreement between the NRC

(Id. 5) the"project manager and each individual licensee . . .,

Appeal Board held that deferral of this " essential element in

operator training programs," (Id . 5 ) could be deferred until

perhaps as long as eight years or more after the requirement was

established, and, of safety significance, until long after nuclear

operation had been authorized. (SAPL understands that two major !

nuclear incidents in this country both occurred before the first

refueling outage at the reactors in question, TMI Unit 2, and

Browns Ferry.)1

According to the Appeal Board, SAPL had not shown that the

SPDS was important to safety because "for the interim, a modified

display on the main control board would suffice."2

1/ SAPL would note that, despite its request, the NRC staff was
not required to produce the project managers for Seabrook Station,
to explain why such a leisurely implementation schedule was
reasonable, and why earlier dates set for completion had not been
enforced.

2/ The Appeal Board made this statement in regard to the failure
to have a containment isolation display on the SPDS. However, the

Appeal Board extended the logic of this proposition to most SPDS
deficiencies, claiming for example, that even though a problem
with the data validation algorithm could cause the SPDS to provide
invalid data, it would "most likely" activate an alarm'on the main
control board to alert operators to the off-normal situation.

-3-
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The theory that SPDS requirements can be deferred ignores the

NUREG-0737 (Supp. 1) requirement that " operators should be trained 1

to respond to accident conditions both with and without the SPDS

(I1 7) The logic of the Appeal Board decision isavailable." J

that the SPDS is not a safety matter of " primary importance"

contrary to the language of NUREG-0737 (Supp. 1). If, in fact,

the SPDS can be deferred to the first refueling outage, there is

no logical reason why it cannot be deferred indefinitely, or
eliminated all together. This is plainly inconsistent with the

Commission's TMI requirements, as set forth in NUREG-0737 (Supp.

1).

C. In Addition To The Foregoing, SAPL Simply
Notes, But Does Not Argue At Length,
Its Belief That A Stay should
Be Granted for Failure To Properly Resolve
The Following Issues.

(1) The failure to allow litigation of the issues raised in

the inspection report noting that the Seabrook plant operators

showed " questionable engineering judgment" in several respects at

the time of the June 28-29 exercise, a matter now pending before

the Appeal Board.

(2) The failure to require the Applicants to demonstrate

financial qualification for overall plant operation and safety.

(3) The denial of the interveners first and second motions

for reconsideration of CLI 88-10.
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(4) The failure to require a public alert and notification j
1

system prior to nuclear operation as a result of the Commission's

rule change.

(5) The failure to require full compliance with the

Commission's emergency planning requirements prior to nuclear

operation.

(6) The failure to require a supplemental environmental

impact statement to access the risks vs. benefits of low power

operation, should such o'peration not be followed by commercial

operation.

II. IRREPARABLE HARM.

SAPL will be irreparably harmed by the contamination of the

reactor and fuel from low power operation, the creation of a

dg facto nuclear waste dump at the site, and the tendency of low

power operation to foreclose alternative courses of action at the
site in the event that emergency planning problems prove to be

intractable. (See Bridenbaugh Affidavit, attached to companion

intervenor Motion for Stay.)

III. HARM TO OTHER PARTIES.

There will be minimal harm to Applicants. Low power testing

generates no saleable power and hence no revenues for Applicants.

Applicants have claimed they need only a course of three weeks to

undertake low power testing, and have never suggested any facility
has needed more than six months to correct problems revealed by

-5-
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low power testing. Applicants do not claim that they are either

three weeks or even six months away from commercial operation.

IV. PUBLIC INTEREST.

The public interest requires all remaining Seabrook issues to

be resolved before nuclear operation. Only such a complete

resolution furthers the Commission's stated commitment to its

ALARA goals and is consistent with the purposes of the National

Environmental Policy Act.

Further, SAPL joins in and adopts " Interveners Motion for a

Stay of Low Power Operation Pending Commission or Appellate

Review" filed this date by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, New

England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution, and Town of Hampton.

Respectfully submitted,

Seacoast Anti-Pollution League
By its Attorneys,

BACKUS, MEYER & SOLOMON

- -

By: / 8
/ Robert A. Backus, Esquire
116 Lowell Street
P.O. Box 516
Manchester, NH 03105
(603) 668-7272

DATED: May 8, 1989

I hereby certify that copies of the within application for
stay have been telefaxed to the Commissioners and the Applicants
and forwarded by first-class mail, postage prepaid to all other
parties on the attached service list.

fn'

Robert"A. Backus, Esquire
-6-
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..Ivin W. Smith, Ch irman Suzanna Braiceth Thomas Dignin, Esquire

Atomic Safety and Board of Selectmen Ropes 76. Gray
Licensing Board Town Hall /6 One International Place
US NRC One Drinkwater Road tw B n . MA 02110-2624r.Washington, DC 20555
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Kenneth A. McCollom Docketing 6 Service Sec.'' '_- Jane Doughty' Atomic Safety and Office of the Secretary '-'SAPLLicensing Board US NRC 5 Fbrket Street
US NRC Washington, DC 20555 Portsmouth, NH 03801
Washington, DC 20555

Office of Selectmen Richard F. Cole Geoffrey Huntington, Esquir4
Town of Hampton Falls Atomic Safety and Licensing Attorney General's Office
Hampton Falls, NH 03844 Board State House Annex

US NRC Concord, NH 03301
Washington, DC 20555

Ashod N. Amirian, Esquire Joseph Flynn, Asst. Gen. Cnsl. Sandra Gavutis
145 South Main Street Federal Emergency Town of Kensington
P.O. Box 38 Management Agency Box 1154
Bradford, MA 01835 500 C Street SW East Kensington, NH 03827

Washington, DC 20555

John: Traficonte Esquire Sherwin E. Turk Esquire Charles P. Graham, Esquire
Assistant Attorney General Office of Exec. Legal Dr. McKay, Murphy and Graham
One Ashburton Place US NRC 100 Main Street19th Floor Washington, DC 20555 Amesbury, MA 01913 I

Boston, MA 02108

R. Scott Hill-Whilton, Esq. Judith H. Mizner, Esquire William S. Lord.
79 State Street 79 State Street Office of Selectmen
Newburyport, MA 01950 Newburyport, MA 01950 Town Hall

Friend Street
Amesbury, MA 01913

Diane Curran, Esquire Paul McEachern, Esquire Senator Gordon J. Humphrey
Harmon, Curran & Tousley Shaines & McEachern US Senate

,

f 20001 S Street NW 25 Maplewood Avenue Washington, DC 20510
Suite 430 P.O. Box 360 Attn: Janet Coit
Washington, DC 20009 Portsmouth, NH 03801
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J. P. Nedtau
Town of Rye
155 Washington Road
Rye, NH 03870

Adjudicatory File
Atomic Safety and
Licensing Board Panel
US NRC
Washington, DC 20555

Richard R. Donovan
FEMA
Federal Registry Center
130 228th Street, SW
Bothell, WA 98021-9796

Robert R. Pierce, Esquire
Atomic Safety and
Licensing Panel
US NRC
Washington, DC 20555
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